Date:
To:
From:

February 21, 2014
Interested Person
Hillary Adam, Land Use Services
503-823-3581 / Hillary.Adam@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 13-209747 DZM – TWO-STORY ADDITION
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Joe Baldwin / Randall Heeb, Project Manager / Opsis Architecture
920 NW 17th Ave / Portland, OR 97209

Owner:

James Meyer / Lovejoy Building LLC
920 NW 17th Ave / Portland, OR 97209

Site Address:

1624-1636 NW LOVEJOY ST (920 NW 17th Avenue)

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:
Business District:

BLOCK 158 LOT 6&7, COUCHS ADD
R180213980, R180213980, R180213980
1N1E33AC 00200, 1N1E33AC 00200, 1N1E33AC 00200
2928
Northwest District, contact John Bradley at 503-313-7574.
Nob Hill, contact Mike Conklin at 503-226-6126. Pearl District
Business Association, contact Adele Nofield at 503-223-0070.
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Mark Sieber at 503-823-4212.
Northwest
EXd – Central Employment with Design overlay
DZM – Design Review with Modification request
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Design
Commission.

District Coalition:
Plan District:
Zoning:
Case Type:
Procedure:

Proposal:
The applicant proposes a two-story addition to be constructed on top of the existing two-story
brick building. The proposed development includes the following:
 Construction of a two-story addition above the existing brick building for use as
additional office space, to be composed of glass, 20-gauge metal panel and 4mm-thick
composite metal panel;
 A partially-enclosed rooftop deck, planted stair tower, and mechanical equipment
screen along the east property line, constructed of 1x6 Ipê wood slats;
 A helical vertical-axis wind turbine, painted white, to be located within the planted area
on the roof;
 A tilted solar panel array to cover the remainder of the rooftop; and
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Removal of the raised corner parapet elements to facilitate location of the two-story
addition directly above the existing building.
A Modification is also requested to Section 33.266.310 Loading Standards to reduce the
dimensions of the required 35’ (l) x 10’ (w) x 13’ (h) loading space to approximately 35’ (l) x 8’
(w) x 9’-6” (h) in order to preserve the dimensions of the existing loading space and use it for
the loading space now required as a result of the proposed addition.
Design review is required because the proposal is for a two-story addition in the Northwest Plan
District.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant criteria are:

Community Design Guidelines

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The subject property is located at the southeast corner of the intersection of
NW 17th Avenue and NW Lovejoy Street. The site is located within the Northwest Pedestrian
District and NW Lovejoy is designated a City Bikeway, a Community Main Street, a
Neighborhood Collector Street, and a Transit Access Street, and is also the eastbound route for
the Portland Streetcar.
The subject property is a two-story brick building, originally constructed in 1910 possibly as a
garage. It has since been used as a bindery, a heating supply shop and warehouse, and an
architects’ office and incurred significant alterations, including 1941 alterations by Francis
Jacobberger and 2003 alterations by Opsis. Although currently listed in the City’s Historic
Resources Inventory as a Rank III property, prior alterations would make this property
ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places, thus the listing is no longer warranted.
Directly to the south of the subject property, occupying the south half of the block is the 1910
Oregon Transfer Company building, now the Radio Cab Garage. Directly to the east of the
subject property is a quarter-block surface parking lot. Just beyond the parking lot and the NW
16th Avenue right-of-way is the elevated I-405 freeway. To the north, across NW Lovejoy, are a
1911 four-story brick apartment building and a 1912 three-story apartment building. Across
NW 17th, to the northwest is a 1939 one-story converted garage building with surface parking
lot, now used as a bike shop and a 1930 one-story commercial building. To the west, across
NW 17th is a surface parking lot with a 1999 3-story mixed-use building and a 1931 concrete
warehouse building.
The property is located in the area historically known as Slabtown, which was built up with
apartments and modest homes in the late 1800s and early 1900s which housed the diverse
workers of the nearly docks, lumber mills, stockyards, ice houses, iron works and other
manufacturers. The Slabtown neighborhood was also host to the 1905 Lewis and Clark
Exposition.
Zoning: The Central Employment (EX) zone allows mixed uses and is intended for areas in the
center of the City that have predominantly industrial-type development. The intent of the zone
is to allow industrial and commercial uses which need a central location. Residential uses are
allowed, but are not intended to predominate or set development standards for other uses in
the area.
The “d” overlay promotes the conservation and enhancement of areas of the City with special
historic, architectural or cultural value. New development and exterior modifications to existing
development are subject to design review. This is achieved through the creation of design
districts and applying the Design Overlay Zone as part of community planning projects,
development of design guidelines for each district, and by requiring design review. In addition,
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design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be compatible with the
neighborhood and enhance the area.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:
 LU 03-173703 DZ – Design Review Approval of exterior alterations to the existing
building.
Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed December 27, 2013.
The following Bureaus have responded with no issues or concerns:
 Bureau of Transportation Engineering
 Life Safety Division of BDS
 Fire Bureau
 Site Development Section of BDS
 Water Bureau
Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on December
27, 2013. No written responses have been received from either the Neighborhood Association
or notified property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Section 33.825.010 Purpose of Design Review
Design review ensures that development conserves and enhances the recognized special design
values of a site or area. Design review is used to ensure the conservation, enhancement, and
continued vitality of the identified scenic, architectural, and cultural values of each design
district or area. Design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be
compatible with the neighborhood and enhance the area. Design review is also used in certain
cases to review public and private projects to ensure that they are of a high design quality.
Section 33.825.055 Design Review Approval Criteria
A design review application will be approved if the review body finds the applicant to have
shown that the proposal complies with the design guidelines for the area.
Findings: The site is designated with design overlay zoning (d), therefore the proposal
requires Design Review approval. Because of the site’s location, the applicable design
guidelines are the Community Design Guidelines.
Community Design Guidelines
The Community Design Guidelines consist of a set of guidelines for design and historic design
cases in community planning areas outside of the Central City. These guidelines address the
unique and special characteristics of the community plan area and the historic and
conservation districts. The Community Design Guidelines focus on three general categories: (P)
Portland Personality, which establishes Portland's urban design framework; (E) Pedestrian
Emphasis, which states that Portland is a city for people as well as cars and other movement
systems; and (D) Project Design, which assures that each development is sensitive to both
Portland's urban design framework and the users of the city.
Staff has considered all guidelines and has addressed only those guidelines considered
applicable to this project.
P1. Plan Area Character. Enhance the sense of place and identity by incorporating site and
building design features that respond to the area’s desired characteristics and traditions.
D7. Blending into the Neighborhood. Reduce the impact of new development on
established neighborhoods by incorporating elements of nearby, quality buildings such as
building details, massing, proportions, and materials.
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Findings for P1 and D7: The property is located in the Eastern Edge section of the
Northwest Plan District, which is described in the Northwest District Plan as the most
architecturally diverse portion of the District. The Eastern Edge: Desired Characteristics
and Traditions state that “new development should contribute to the architectural
diversity” of the area, continuing the “established pattern of partial block building
massing”. They also state that “development along raised portions of the I-405 freeway is
encouraged to be designed to screen the rest of the neighborhood from the freeway”.
While the existing building already screens the I-405 freeway which is relatively low
where it crosses NW Lovejoy, the additional two stories and the rooftop screen along the
eastern edge of the building will provide additional screening for taller buildings to the
west. The proposed façade of the 2-story addition adds diversity to the architectural
vocabulary of the area, as well as to the building itself. Although many of the newer
buildings in the area also feature metal panel, the proposed façade includes a significant
amount of glazing on the street façades which will provide additional transparency and
add to this diversity. This guideline is met.
P2. Historic and Conservation Districts. Enhance the identity of historic and conservation
districts by incorporating site and building design features that reinforce the area’s historic
significance. Near historic and conservation districts, use such features to reinforce and
complement the historic areas.
Findings: The subject property is located approximately two blocks outside the boundary
of the Alphabet Historic District. Notably, if this property was located in the historic
district, staff would not find the proposed addition compatible with the historic character.
However, since it is located two blocks outside the boundary of the district, construction
of a two-story markedly modern addition on top of this building in turn strengthens the
historic district and reinforces the character within the district. This guideline is met.
D6. Architectural Integrity. Respect the original character of buildings when making
modifications that affect the exterior. Make additions compatible in scale, color, details,
material proportion, and character with the existing building.
Findings: The existing building was constructed over 100 years ago in the Utilitarian
style, presumably for use as a garage. It has been significantly altered from its original
construction with the raised parapet corners and some window sills being the only intact
architectural detail. The applicant has stated that the seismic reinforcement that
occurred as part of the 2003 alterations requires that the two-story addition be located
directly on top of the existing building rather than recessed from the existing buildings
exterior walls. This requires the removal of the parapet corner details. While staff initially
requested the retention of these details, further investigation into the history of the
building’s significant alterations revealed that retaining these corners would result in a
less successful design. As proposed, the design takes the existing basic two-story box
structure and places a more transparent version of this structure on the more opaque
base. Due to the increase in floor area, the building now requires a loading space
measuring 35’ (l) x 10’ (w) x 13’ (h), however the applicant is requesting a Modification to
these dimensions in order to maintain the current dimensions of the existing loading
space, thus preserving the integrity of the existing loading bay. As such, with the
exception of removal of the corner parapet details, the architectural integrity of the
existing building will remain. This guideline is met.
D8. Interest, Quality, and Composition. All parts of a building should be interesting to view,
of long lasting quality, and designed to form a cohesive composition.
Findings: The applicant has stated that the proposed alterations, including the proposed
solar panel array and wind turbine, are part of an attempt to make the building a net-zero
energy building. A net-zero energy building is a building which produces zero carbon
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emissions and consumes zero net energy. As designed, the means by which this may be
accomplished, the wind turbine and the solar array, will be visible from the street, thus
adding interest to the building and promoting the building’s goals to the public. Although
shown to reach a height of nearly 110 feet from grade, the turbine is limited by the
Section 33.299 of the Zoning Code to reach a height of no more than 97.5 feet above
grade.
With regard to the other aspects of the proposal, the two-story addition will feature 20
gauge metal panels on the south façade with 4mm-thick aluminum composite panels with
glazed curtain wall system on the east, west, and north façades. The windows appear to
be arranged in a randomized pattern; however the widths of the glazed portions are based
on the widths of the various openings in the existing building below. Thus, the new
addition takes cues from the older building but reinterprets them in a very modern way.
As noted above, the form of the new addition is also based on the form and scale of the
existing building and sits directly on top of the existing building to form a contained unit
that clearly conveys the evolution of the building. In addition, the rooftop stair penthouse
and mechanical screen will feature Ipê wood which is of very high quality and durability.
The plans show the mechanical screen to wrap around only a portion of the mechanical
units, leaving portions of the south and north sides visible. In order to fully meet this
guidelines expectation for cohesive composition, the screen should wrap the entire extent
of rooftop mechanical equipment so that the equipment is completely contained within
the screened enclosure, thus providing an organized roofscape.
Provided the wind turbine does not exceed 97.5’ in height above grade, and the rooftop
mechanical equipment screen is continued around the south and north ends of the
equipment area, this guideline is met.
33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements:
The review body may consider modification of site-related development standards, including the
sign standards of Chapters 32.32 and 32.34 of the Sign Code, as part of the design review
process. These modifications are done as part of design review and are not required to go
through the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development standards (such as
floor area ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or concentration of uses) are
required to go through the adjustment process. Modifications that are denied through design
review may be requested as an adjustment through the adjustment process. The review body
will approve requested modifications if it finds that the applicant has shown that the following
approval criteria are met:
A.
B.

Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose of
the standard for which a modification is requested.

Modification #1: Loading Standards, PZC 33.266.310 to reduce the dimensions of the
required 35’ (l) x 10’ (w) x 13’ (h) loading space to approximately 35’ (l) x 8’ (w) x 9’-6” (h)
in order to preserve the dimensions of the existing loading space and use it for the
loading space now required as a result of the proposed addition.
Purpose Statement: A minimum number of loading spaces are required to ensure adequate
areas for loading for larger uses and developments. These regulations ensure that the
appearance of loading areas will be consistent with that of parking areas. The regulations
ensure that access to and from loading facilities will not have a negative effect on the traffic
safety or other transportation functions of the abutting right-of-way.
Standard: 33.266.310.D Size of loading spaces. Required loading spaces must meet the
standards of this subsection.
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a. Standard A: the loading space must be at least 35 feet long, 10 feet wide, and have a
clearance of 13 feet.
A.

Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
B.
Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose of
the standard for which a modification is requested.
Findings: The proposed Modification is a result of the increase in floor area to serve the
existing tenant and that tenant’s desire to not alter the dimensions of the existing loading
space. The existing loading space has served the building for a number of years and is
currently not required by the existing configuration of the building. However, the addition of
two new office floors requires a loading space and the existing space does not meet the
standard dimensions required. In order to preserve original building fabric and minimize
impacts on the building at this location, the applicant has requested a Modification to allow the
existing loading space, with its reduced dimensions, to serve as the required loading space. The
plans show that the loading space is about 59’-6” (l) x 10’-9” (w) x 11’-0” (h); however the access
door to the loading space is only approximately 8’-0” (w) x 9’-6” (h) so the width and clearance
of the loading space must be modified to those dimensions, respectively. Staff understands that
the proposed addition will result in a minimal increase on demand for the loading space and
the proposed improvements are designed to serve the needs of the existing long-term tenant
and owner of the building well into the future.
The purpose of the standard is met because the existing loading space will continue to serve
the building much in the same manner that it has been, with a minimal change in demand. In
addition, modification to the standard dimensions will allow the building to retain some of its
architectural integrity, which would be lost if the loading space opening was required to be
physically altered to meet the standard dimensions. Therefore, the modification better meets
Community Design Guideline D6 Architectural Integrity.
Therefore this Modification merits approval.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposal is for a two-story addition on top of the existing building, which was previously
altered in 2004 by the same architecture firm which is also the primary tenant. The proposal is
comprised of 20-gauge metal panel, 4mm-thick aluminum composite panels, and glazed
curtain wall system, as well as an Ipê stair and rooftop mechanical equipment enclosure, a
wind turbine and solar panel array. The proposal take s it cues form the existing building and
interprets them in very modern way, adding to the architectural diversity of the neighborhood.
The design review process exists to promote the conservation, enhancement, and continued
vitality of areas of the City with special scenic, architectural, or cultural value. The proposed
design meets the approval criteria and therefore warrants approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of exterior alterations in the Northwest Plan District, to include:
a two-story addition to be constructed on top of the existing two-story brick building.
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Construction of a two-story addition above the existing brick building for use as
additional office space, to be composed of glass, 20-gauge metal panel and 4mm-thick
composite metal panel;
 A partially-enclosed rooftop deck, planted stair tower, and mechanical equipment
screen along the east property line, constructed of 1x6 Ipê wood slats;
 A helical vertical-axis wind turbine, painted white, to be located within the planted area
on the roof;
 A tilted solar panel array to cover the remainder of the rooftop; and
 Removal of the raised corner parapet elements to facilitate location of the two-story
addition directly above the existing building.
This approval is per the approved site plans, Exhibits C-1 through C-26, signed and dated
February 19, 2014, subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B through C) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included as
a sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must
be labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 13-209747 DZM." All requirements
must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other required plan and
must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. The wind turbine shall not exceed 97.5’ in height above grade.
C. The rooftop mechanical equipment screen shall be continued around the south and north
ends of the equipment area, as shown on Exhibit C-8.
Staff Planner: Hillary Adam
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on February 19, 2014
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: February 21, 2014
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on
September 25, 2013, and was determined to be complete on December 20, 2013.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on September 25, 2013.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant requested that
the 120-day review period be extended for a period of 30 days, per Exhibit G-3. Unless further
extended by the applicant, the 120 days will expire on: May 19, 2014.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
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satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Design Commission, which will
hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on March 7, 2014 at 1900 SW
Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed Tuesday through Friday on the first floor of the Development
Services Center until 3 p.m. After 3 p.m. and Mondays, appeals must be submitted to the
receptionist at the front desk on the fifth floor. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Design Commission is final;
any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21
days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact LUBA
at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for
further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Design Commission
an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision must be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder. A few days prior to the last day to appeal, the City will mail instructions to
the applicant for recording the documents associated with their final land use decision.
 Unless appealed, The final decision may be recorded on or after March 10, 2014.
 A building or zoning permit will be issued only after the final decision is recorded.
The applicant, builder, or a representative may record the final decision as follows:
 By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
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Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the
County Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR
97214. The recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.

For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at 503-988-3034
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
 All conditions imposed herein;
 All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
 All requirements of the building code; and
 All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Original Statement
2. Original Drawing Set (13 sheets)
3. Completeness Response, received December 20, 2013
4. Revised Completeness Response, received January 3, 2014
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Cover Sheet
2. Aerial Photo and Reference Photos A1
3. Site Plan A2 (attached)
4. Existing Level One Floor Plan A3
5. Existing Level Two Floor Plan A4
6. Proposed Plan Level 3 A5
7. Proposed Plan Level 4 A6
8. Roof Plan A7
9. North Elevation A8 (attached)
10. West Elevation A9 (attached)
11. South Elevation A10 (attached)
12. East Elevation A11 (attached)
13. Copy of Building Section – East/West A12
14. Building Section – East/West 01 A13
15. Wall Sections and Enlarged Elevation Details A15
16. Wall Sections and Enlarged Elevation Details A16
17. Wall Sections and Enlarged Elevation Details A17
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18. Wall Sections and Enlarged Elevation Details A18
19. Sections Details A20
20. Sections Details A21
21. Sections Details A22
22. Section Details A23
23. Section Details A24
24. Rendering, looking SE
25. Rendering, looking NE
26. Photos of Material Samples
Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Transportation Engineering
2. Life Safety Division of BDS
3. Fire Bureau
4. Site Development Section of BDS
5. Water Bureau
Correspondence: none
Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Incomplete Letter, dated October 10, 2013
3. Signed Extension form, dated February 17, 2014

The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

